
Only 38.82% of British Columbians who completed

referendum ballots said ‘yes’ to the Single Transferable Vote

electoral reform proposal. This contrasted with the 58% who

supported the option in a referendum at the time of the 2005

provincial election.

The framers of the referendum had set a high bar for

adoption: 60% of those voting province-wide and at least 50%

in 51 of the 85 ridings. In 2005, the proposal nearly received

approval; in 2009 it wasn’t even close.

Only 7 ridings reached the 50% approval level, and these

were all city ridings—five in Vancouver (Fairview, Hastings,

Mount Pleasant, Point Grey, and West End), and two in

Victoria (Beacon Hill and Swan Lake). Aside from the Victoria

ridings, no other Island ridings met the approval threshold; the

fifteen Island ridings (including Powell River–Sunshine Coast)

averaged 45.6%. This was a significantly higher percentage

than the province as a whole, but not enough.

The overall provincial turnout was only 48% of eligible

voters (see also editorial) and of those who voted in the

election, some 40,000 did not vote on the referendum.

So what happened? Both sides of the STV issue had

campaign funding to ensure that the pros and cons of the STV

system, as proposed by the Citizens’ Assembly in 2004, were

thoroughly aired. The pros pointed to greater choice for voters,

probable better representation for minor parties (such as the

Greens), and less control by the party organizations. In a word,

more  democracy. The cons pointed to the complexity of the

counting system, and the possibility that elected members,

being elected from a wider area, would have less

communication with their constituents.

STV Innovations
The STV proposal included two distinct innovations:

preferential voting, and the combining of BC’s 85 electoral

areas into 20 electoral districts. Preferential votes introduced

the concept of transferring to other candidate ‘surplus’ votes

from candidates who had reached the threshold for election.

Or, if there were no ‘surplus’ votes, transferring votes from the

lowest ranked (unelectable) candidates.

STV History
BC has had STV before, in the 1950 and 1953 elections which

gave power to WAC Bennett’s nascent Social Credit Party, but

the system used then had individual ballots for each MLA

position, and no riding had more than three MLAs. It also did

not use the concept of votes ‘surplus’ to the previously elected,

but only transferred the votes of the lowest ranked candidates.

Renamed the Alternate Transferable Vote (ATV), to avoid

confusion, it was one of the reformed voting system options

considered by the Citizens’ Assembly.

At the time of the 2005 referendum campaign, the concepts

of transferring ‘surplus’ votes, and of multi-member ridings,

were talked about. However, it was not until the subsequent

second report of the Electoral Boundaries Commission that the

exact number and size of twenty super-ridings (electoral

districts) became apparent. For example, the Southern Gulf

Islands, part of the current North Saanich and the Islands

electoral area, was included in the Capital Region Electoral

District and had seven MLAs to elect. 

To those concerned that Gulf Island rural votes would be

buried in Victoria city votes, STV proponents responded that

the lower threshold for election (12.5% of the total vote) would

allow minority representatives to be elected.

TrySTV.ca
The actual voting and counting process was well illustrated on

the TrySTV.ca website, which set out ballots and counted votes

as if the twenty proposed STV electoral areas were in effect.

Using this election’s candidates but STV electoral areas, visitors

were invited to vote, and then look at the results and follow the

counting procedure for their electoral area. The ballot for the

Victoria Region Electoral District listed 24 candidates (all those

nominated in the region for the 2009 election).

Of course, a person could vote as many times as they

wished, so the results were by no means a poll. The results, for

what they are worth, showed that Two BCLiberals (Chong,

Coell), three NDP (Fleming, Horgan, James), and two Greens

(Saab, Sterk) would be elected; this only illustrates that it would

be possible for a multi-member riding to elect MLAs from

different parties.

Speculation
Remarks from people who had voted against STV leant heavily

on the complication of the counting system, and indeed STV’s

opponents had emphasized that one’s individual vote, if

transferred, would be multiplied by a fraction which depended
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on how many ‘surplus’ votes there were. There’s no doubt that

this would require computers, and many felt that the counting

was far from transparent, and was much more complicated

than the counting in 1950 and 1953, which was of course done

entirely by hand.

However, difficulties in understanding the counting system

probably translated into suspicion (which applies to anything

odd about voting, since the George Bush elections), which in

turn became opposition.

The Effect of Elections
But the real reason for the 2009 referendum defeat may well lie

in the results of the 2001 and 2005 provincial elections. In

2001, a 57.6% majority for the BCLiberals translated into a 77-2

majority in the Legislature, and indeed this was one of the ‘bad

examples’ of First-Past-the Post (FPTP) voting which led to a

public demand for electoral reform. In the 2005 referendum,

then, both the Greens and the NDP voters might be expected to

support a system which promised to yield a more proportional

result. 

As it turned out, the 2005 election (under FPTP) did

produce a more proportional result for the NDP, but not for the

Greens. So maybe NDP voters did not feel the same need for

electoral reform in 2009. And the Liberals voters wouldn’t see

the need either.

To illustrate this point, let’s go back to WAC Bennett. The

Socreds achieved a minority government in 1950, and a

majority in 1953. Then they scrapped STV and went back to

FPTP. They were in power for years.

Choices
There is some irony in using what was essentially an FPTP-type

vote (either for or against STV) to decide on whether to adopt

STV. There could have been more options offered; in particular,

the concept of large multi-member ridings might have deserved a

separate vote. There’s still a demand for electoral reform; this

defeat of one specific system should not be allowed to set it back.
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